
LM Hair Straightener PC 6.4
Rose Gold Wide
Read More
SKU: 3064020100
Categories: Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair Catalogue,
Straighteners, Students - Hair

Product Description

LM Hair Straightener PC 6.4 Rose Gold Wide
New LIM HAIR PC 6.4 L ROSE GOLD TI with ROSE GOLD TITANIUM technology that offers very
smooth plates in its use. Without Frizz effect gets very shiny hair getting long lasting hairstyles.
Stands out for its slim structure, making it easy to use during work and very useful for hair
moulding. It has a special plate wide, between the wide and narrow standard plates. Its 38 mm
wide gives more work capacity and the ability to make natural hair wide waves. At the same
time, they are 20 mm longer than usual, arriving up to 110 mm long plates. Temperature is
adjustable up to 230 ?C with led lights, so as it can be adapted to any hair type. It is included in
a nice box with a heat proof pouch that makes at the same time mat function for table
protection during its use. New technologies for a full-equipped professional hair iron plate.
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LM Hair Straightening PC 6.4
Rose Gold TI
Read More
SKU: 3064000100
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair
Catalogue, Straighteners, Students - Hair

Product Description

LM Hair Straightening PC 6.4 Rose Gold TI
New LIM HAIR PC 6.4 ROSE GOLD TI with ROSE GOLD TITANIUM technology that offers very
smooth plates in its use. Without Frizz effect gets very shiny hair getting long lasting hairstyles.
Stands out for its slim structure, making it easy to use during work and very useful for hair
moulding. Plate wide is the professional traditional 24 mm one, but they are 20 mm longer than
usual, arriving up to 110 mm long plates. Temperature is adjustable up to 230 ?C with a led
display, so as it can be adapted to any hair type. It is included in a nice box with a heat proof
pouch that makes at the same time mat function for table protection during its use. New
technologies for a full-equipped professional hair iron plate.
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Black Sand Beach Straightener
Read More
SKU: 400814
Categories: Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair Catalogue,
Straighteners, Students - Hair

Product Description

Black Sand Beach Straightener
This high-end professional straightener is intended for hair salons. Its tourmaline ceramic plates
smooth the hair perfectly, leaving it soft and shiny. 3 minutes are enough for the straightener to
reach a temperature of 230?C. Thanks to its digital screen, temperature control is easy. Its
shape of the plates makes it possible to smooth, but also to wave hair.

ceramic tourmaline plates
LCD display
temperature control
5 settings from 150 to 230?C
360? rotatable cable
Size (mm): 310x35x35h
54 watts
220 -240V ~ 50/60Hz
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MQ Hair Staightner Max480 PRO
Read More
SKU: MQ85163200
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Straighteners

Product Description

MAX480 PRO Titanium features Titanium plates with maximum agility and performance. These
plates evenly distribute the temperature ultra fast (in seconds) up to 485?F ? 252?C, combined
to the MCH (Ultra-fast Heating and Recovery) and MQ MAX Technology (Ultra-fast Heating
sensors). The temperature settings which has 17 levels makes you ensure that you will always
straighten your customer's hair on the most proper temperature.?

MQ MAX Technology ? Heating sensors ultra-fast - 30% faster than other models;??
New Titanium Plates - Plates evenly distribute the temperature ultra fast (in seconds);?
Higher Temperature 485F - 252C;?
Reduce keratin treatment time by 50%;?
Increase business performance and exceed customer expectations;?
Exclusive HSC Technology (Heating Safe Control);?
Faster straightening - ultra-shine;?
100% titanium plates - 32mm;?
Automatic Bivolt;??
Minimum temperature level 190?F (87?C);??
17 temperature levels;??
MCH - Heating and Temperature recovery are ultra-fast;?
Floating Plates: This protects the hair shaft from being damaged and therefore avoids
overall hair breakage;?
Thermal Tip;??
360? Cable, 3 meter long;?
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Does not overheat;??
Plate's weight: 320g;??
Light weight and ergonomic design - Provides more comfort during use;?
LCD digital display;??
Certified by INMETRO.??

Best Straightener with Steam
and Infrared light
Read More
SKU: BCM8213
Categories: Gifts, Hair Equipment, Him & Her Gifts,
Mothers Day Gifts, Straighteners

Product Description

Hair Straightener with Steam and Infrared light
Infrared steam hair straightener

Automatic spray

straight hair

splint two in1 straightener/curlers

Infra-red steam straight hair
Voltage: 100-240 - v Power: 45-65 w Frequency: 50/60 Hz Temperature heating temperature:
120-230 Panel coating: nano-coating glaze Preheat time: 10 seconds The power cord length: is
2.5 m An automatic steam sensing system The hidden sensor chip will trigger the heating plate
to close. Then steam comes out. Automatic Steam The micromotor transmits water
automatically. It automatically replenishes ?0.3 grams of water every three seconds. Every 0.3
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grams of water can provide 3 seconds of steam. Steam and infrared technology Steam
supplement water, infrared heat rays, infrared heat rays, and steam. It can effectively reduce
the damage to the hair and make hair more smooth and more shiny.
https://youtube.com/shorts/qUC1M8Ir-K0?feature=share

A Steam and Infrared Light Hair
Straightener
Read More
SKU: BCM8211
Categories: Electrical, Gifts, Hair Equipment, Him &
Her Gifts, Mothers Day Gifts, Straighteners

Product Description
Steam and Infrared Light Hair Straightener Thermal conductor diameter 21mm-30mm.
Temperature control adjustment. Thermal Conductor Material Tourmaline Ceramics. Add
moisture to the hair to make the hair shinier. The hair pulled by the steam straightener keeps
the hair naturally straight for a more extended period. Free Delivery in Malta
https://youtube.com/shorts/qUC1M8Ir-K0?feature=share  

XN Kit Combo Pro Styling 5 in 1
Read More
SKU: 402028
Categories: Hair Equipment, Curling, Straighteners
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Product Description

Curling iron with 5 attachments. 5 Styles in 1. How handy is that? So can also be used as a
wavel pliers.

Luxurious styling set with endless possibilities to style your hair.
5 stylers in 1
ceramic tourmaline coating
interchangeable rods
isolated point
security shutdown
quick warm up
360?c swivel cord

Infrared Protect Hair
Straightener
Read More
SKU: IDEINFRAPROT
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair
Catalogue, Straighteners

Product Description

Infrared Protect Ceramic Hair Straightener protects the hair by providing shine and
softness.

Its ion charge prevents the hair from electrifying and frizzing
?Infrared Hair Straightener's Nano Silver technology eliminates bacteria

? Auto switch-off function: The unit switches off automatically after approx. 60 minutes if not in use.

? The Infrared Hair Straightener's light detoxifies and disinfects the hair, and at the same time, reduces the heat aggression of the plates. Its main properties are improved
circulation and the stimulation of hair growth.
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? The Infrared Hair Straightener's plate heats in just 20 seconds, with MCH resistance.

? Infrared Hair Straightener's LCD indicating the temperature.

? Infrared Hair Straightener's Internal thermostat to prevent overheating.

? Infrared Hair Straightener has a ?SOFT-TOUCH? handle.

Steam Iron Pro 2.0
Read More
SKU: IDESTEAMST
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Straighteners

Product Description

Steam Iron Pro 2.0
? Digital control display. ? Two temperatures: 180?C and 220?C. ? Steam emission. ? Water
deposit. ? Provides hydration and elasticity to the hair. ? Professional straightening in a single
step and effortless. ? Elegant and lightweight design 220-40 V~ 50 W 50 Hz
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Straightening Steam Brush Pro
2.0
Read More
SKU: IDESTEAMBRUSH
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair
Catalogue, Straighteners

Product Description

Straightening Steam Brush Pro 2.0 is?a?steam extraction technology brush, ideal for
even the most stubborn hair. The result is hair that looks hydrated, straight, and shiny.

Provides a?smooth hair finish?in a single pass.
Ideal for?stubborn hair.
Brush with?ceramic plate.
Its?digital display?allows you to control the temperature.
Temperature from?80??to?230?.
It incorporates a?water tank?at the bottom of the brush.
It has a power of?80 W.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

How to use Straightening Steam Brush Pro 2.0

Make sure the tank has water.
Set the desired temperature on the digital display.
Spread the heat shield on dry, clean hair.
Take small strands of hair and pass them between the two plates of the brush.
Repeat the action on all the hair.
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Gold Plate Straightener
Tourmaline Ceramic
Read More
SKU: 402020
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4 Hair
Catalogue, Straighteners

Product Description
Gold Plate In Tourmaline Ceramic Gold Plate Straightener Tourmaline Ceramic

Steam Spray Gun
Read More
SKU:
Categories: Electrical, Hair Equipment, Sanitising,
Straighteners

Product Description

Nano Steam Spray Gun Hair or Disinfectant
Hair Disinfectant Spray Gun is based on the principle of super heated steam, produced by
3.3 atmospheric pressure, the sprayer has a strong ability to pressurize the? water into super
heated gaseous molecule (140 degree, 0.26nm in diameter). Disinfectant Spray Gun achieves a
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good effect on sterilizing with diluted disinfectant, which also can be used for hairdressing
Water bottle capacity: 260ML
Product weight: 1.3KG
Product size: 22*12*21CM
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